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Abstract 
A mixed interpolation function in its generalised form is used to derive the generalised modified Gregory formulae. 
These formulae are expressed in the form of the classical rules along with two correction terms. The error terms are 
briefly discussed. The newly derived quadrature formulae are tested with certain numerical examples, which shows the 
efficiency of the generalised modified rules over classical Gregory rules, as well as the modified rules based on the mixed 
trigonometric nterpolation. The importance of the error terms are also discussed. 
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I. Introduction 
The Gregory quadrature rules have been studied and used extensively, for the purpose of approxi- 
mate evaluation of definite integrals. There exist several methods of derivation of the Gregory rules, 
in the literature (see [10-12]). The most commonly used method is to start with the well-known 
Euler-Maclaurin formula, which is given by 
f0 Nh f (x )dx= h[½f(0)  + f (h )  + f (2h)  +. . .  + f (N  - l h )  + ½f(Nh)] 
oo 
_ ~ h2 j b2j ( f~zj_ l ) (Nh)  _ f~2j_l)(O)) 
j=~ (2 j ) !  . . . .  
(1 .1)  
where b2j are the Bernoulli numbers and it is assumed that the function f(x) is infinitely differen- 
tiable, in the interval under consideration. If the function is not known explicitly, but its values at 
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some q+ 1 equidistant points are known, then f(x) is approximated by a polynomial, say Pq(x), and 
then integrated. By differentiating Pq(x), the derivatives of the function f(x) can be approximated 
by what is called as "finite difference formulae". Thus, in this case, the infinite sum on the right- 
hand-side of (1.1) reduces to a finite sum, consisting of q terms, and, an error term E gets added. 
Now, obviously, to calculate ftzJ-~(Nh) one employs a backward numerical differentiation formula 
and to approximate f(2J-~)(O), one employs a forward differentiation formula. Thus, replacing the 
odd-order derivatives, in (1.1) by the corresponding finite difference formula, which are obtained 
by differentiating either the qth order backward Newton's interpolation formula (based on the nodes 
Nh,(N- 1)h ..... (N -  q)h), or the qth order forward Newton's interpolation formula (based on the 
nodes O,h .... ,qh), one arrives at the relation 
Nh 
o f(x)dx = h[½f(0) + f(h) + f (2h) +. . .  + f (N -  lh) + ½f(Nh)] 
q 
+ h y~ C~+ 1 [vPf(Nh) + ( -  1 )P/k;f(0)] + E, v 
p=l 
TGrq := ON+, [ f ]  + E* r, (1.2) 
where c* p+~ are calculated by using the formula 
, i ;  
=--  x(x + l) . . . (x + p -1)dx ,  p=0,1  . . . . .  Cp+I p! l (1.3) 
The Euler-Maclaurin formula (1.2) contains, as a basic part, the composite trapezoidal rule. As a 
deduction from (I.1), the Euler-Maclaurin type formula consisting of the composite Simpson's rule 
can be obtained, by taking into consideration, that for N even, the composite Simpson rule is a 
linear combination of two composite trapezoidal rules, with step sizes h and 2h, respectively. Thus, 
by writing 
Nh 4 r uh 1 Nh 
fo f(x)dx = ~ Jo f (x )dx -  ~ fo f(x)dx, (I.4) 
and then applying the Euler-Maclaurin formula (1.1) to the two integrals on the right-hand side 
of (1.4), with step sizes h and 2h, respectively, we obtain that, 
Nh 
f f(x)dx = 
dO 
h 
[f(0) + 4f(h)  + 2f(2h) +. . .  + 4f(N - lh) + f(Nh)] 
4 ~ h2 j b2~ [4j_ 1 _ l](f(2j_l)(Nh) _ f(2/_l)(0)) + ES 
+ 3 j=2 (2j)! 
& =CS[O, Nh, h] + ~ h 2J [4 ~-~-  I ] ( f (2 j - l ) (Nh)-  f(2J-l)(O)) + ES. 
j=2 
(1.5) 
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Again, by replacing the odd-order derivatives by the corresponding finite difference formulae, we 
arrive at the relation 
Nh q 
fo f (x )dx  = CS[O, Nh, h] + h Z d*+I[vPf(Nh) + (-1)P/kPf(0)] + E, v 
p=l 
/-I SGrq rc 1 := ~.~+1 taJ + ES, (1.6) 
where the first few coefficients d* are given to be 
1 i 
d~ =0,  d* * -  * -  (1.7) 3 = 0, d 4 180' d5 120' "'" " 
In the present work, we have constructed the modified Gregory rules, which are based on the theory 
of the generalised mixed interpolation, derived recently (see [6]) which are further generalisations 
of the results, based on the mixed trigonometric nterpolation (see [2, 3]), derived in [4, 5]. We 
have followed the technique as explained above, to derive these modified rules. In other words, 
we have first considered the formula as given by the relation (1.1) and then we have replaced the 
odd-order derivatives by the derivatives of the appropriate generalised mixed interpolation functions. 
More precisely, we have approximated the odd-order derivatives by the corresponding " eneralised 
finite difference formulae". 
f)GTGrq We have denoted the generalised rules associated with the trapezoidal rule so obtained by ~N+t 
f~GSGrq r ~e I. k 1 [f, kb, kj], and that associated with the Simpsons's rule is denoted by ~u-1 tJ,~h, f J- Here q stands 
for the order of the mixed interpolation function, which depends on two free parameters kb and kf. 
We have also shown how the errors can be minimised, by choosing kb and kf appropriately, in
order to obtain more accurate results. Some numerical examples have been taken up to illustrate the 
generalised Gregory rules. 
In Section 2, we have derived the generalised Gregory rules associated with the trapezoidal rule. 
In Section 3, we have briefly discussed the derivation of the generalised Gregory rules associated 
with the Simpson's rule. In Section 4, the error terms in the generalised Gregory rules have been 
analysed, associated with trapezoidal as well Simpson's quadrature. The various choices of kb and 
k r are also discussed. In Section 5, some numerical examples are studied and the choices of kb 
and kf are explained, for the particular examples considered. The tables given at the end show the 
efficiency of the generalised Gregory rules, derived in the previous ections. 
2. Derivation of the generalised Gregory rules associated with trapezoidal rule 
In this section a few generalised Gregory-type rules for approximating the integral 
fo '~hf(x) dx, (2 . )  I 
are derived, based on the generalised mixed interpolation function, which has the following form 
(see [6]): 
q-2 
fq(X) = aUt(kx) + bUz(kx) + ~ cix i, (2.2) 
i=0 
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where k is a free parameter. The functions Ul(kx) and Uz(kx) are assumed to be linearly independent, 
and they are chosen such that, they form a solution set of a second order, linear ODE. This choice 
is based on the oscillation theory of ODEs (see [8, 9]). It has been proved in [6], that this function 
f~(x) can be written in the Newtonian forward form, based on the nodes 0,h,. . .  , qh, given by as  
q( )  ~,o . f (x )=E s /kpf(O)_k~q,O,f(x;kf)Aqh_,f(O ) 
p=0 P 
It can also be verified that the mixed interpolation function based on the nodes (N -  q)h .... , 
(N - l)h, Nh, in the backward form, (with k = kb), is given by the formula: 
q / ; )  " fq.Nh.b(X)=~_, (--l) p S' v f  f(Nh)_k~,¢q, Nh, b(x;kDv~_ ~f(Nh) 
p=O 
~qNhb(x;kb) ~11 ] 
- k 2 ~bq_,,Nh.b(X;kb ) -- ~Dq 'Nh.b(NOb) [  V q f (Nh) .  (2.4) 
Liq4-l,Nh, b~VVb ) J 
The following notations are used for our discussion: We define 
x x -Nh  
s=~ and s ' - - -  
h ' 
Of = k:h and Ob = khh, 
[( lpl ) 1 A p g~(o) - g~(k:x) A~ g2(o) ~ (__qof_X; k f )  = k2Dqo:(O/) o: 
(_s,) ) 1 
Cq.Nh.O(X;kh)= (--1)P V~ U~(NO~)- U,(k~) 
k2 ff)q. Nh.b( NOb ) P 
vq~ Ul(NOb )[, (2.6) × 
Oq.oof(Of) : Aqo, U2(O)-/~? I Vl(O ) - Aq?  l U2(O)/~qofUl(O), (2.7)  
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L)q.Nh.h(NOe) = Vq, Uz(NOh) vq~ ' U,(NOb) - vq[  ' UI(N06) vq U,(NOb), (2.8) 
- r., A +r U2(O)A ,7,U,(O ) Dq.o.t(Of)= ~o, o, Ul(0)/~qTsu2(0), (2.9) 
r.s q+r q-s Oq.N&t,(goh) = Vo,. u2(gob) ~o,, U~(NOb)- ~q;rUl(NOb ) ~q~s u2(gOb). (2.10) 
We observe that 
~O,l Dq, o.f(Of ) = l~q,O,f(O f ), 
~0.1 Dq. ?¢t,.l~(NOb ) = L)q. Nh, b(NOb ). 
It is also observed that in the expressions (2.3) and (2.4), the first term consists of the classical 
polynomial interpolation, based on the equidistant nodes O, h,. . . ,qh and (N -  q)h .. . . .  (N -  1)h, Nh, 
respectively, to which two correction terms are added. The subscripts b and f indicate, as in [4], 
that the formula is either in the backward form or in the forward form. It has also been discussed 
in [6] that the error committed, in the approximation of f (x )  by the formula (2.3) or (2.4), is as 
given by 
&.o..,(x) := f (x )  - 
= hq-l~q,O.f(x; kf )£q, f f (~f  ), 
:=hq-ldpq.O.t(x;kr)[q - I,q,q + 1 ,~/], (2.11) 
for ~/ E (0,qh), for a chosen kt, and 
Eq, Nh.b(X) := J ' (X)  -- fq, Nh, b(X) 
~-- hq-  1 ff) q. Nh, b (x'~ kb )£q, b f (  ~b ), 
:= hq-14)q, Nh.h(x;kb)[q -- l ,q,q + 1,~.b], (2.12) 
for gb E ((N - q)h, Nh), for a chosen kh, where 
{-Uq(kix) d 2 -Utq(kix) d ) d q-I 
= k ,_  - -  + k 7 for i = b, f ,  Lq., \ -U~)  dxx 2 Uq+,(k,x) dx d-~ -Z- ~ ' (2 .13)  
with 
u. (kx)  = - (2.14) 
It is to be noted that, (b and gl depend on x .  
We now describe the derivation of the modified rule, in some detail for the case q = 2. In a 
similar way the modified rules for q = 3,4 .... can be derived. 
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to 
and 
For q = 2, on using the expressions given by (2.5)-(2.10), the relations in (2.3) and (2.4) reduce 
f2,,Vh, b(X) = f (Nh)  + s' Vh f (Nh)  + s ' (s '  + I)  , 2 VT, f (Nh)  - 
" ~0,2  D2.Nh.h(NOb ) X -- Nh + - -  
D2, U/,. b( NOb ) h 
"~ " ~0,3  [U2(kbx) V~2~. Ul(NOb ) -- Ul(khx) V~ U2(NOb )] D3,uh.b(NOb ) 
+ ff)2. Nh, b(NOb ) Vh f (Nh)  - ~)3.Nh.b(NOb ) 
ff)3.Nh.h( NOh ) -]1 -- Nh + ~ ! + D3. Nh.b(NOb ) 
x [U2(kt-,x) V~, U,(NOh) - U,(kt, x) V~ U2(NOh)]] V] f(Nh) 
~1,1 ~o,2  (x D2'N&b(NOb) + h- 
+ fi3,Nh, b(NOb) LD2..~h,~(NOb) 
4- 
[U2(kbx) V2, U, (NOh ) - U, ( kbx ) veo,, U2( NOb ) ] 
&Z..vh.b( NOh ) 
v~ f (Nh)  (2.15) 
~0,2  
s .  1 ,A. ,o ,_  
J~.o.f(x) = f(O) + sAhf(O) + -----j----- LDzo,:(O:) + 
f ~0,3 : . [D3,o.f(Of) U2(k:x)A~,U,(O)- U,(k:x)A~O2:Uz(O) Ahf(O)- ~  
+ O2.o,:(O/) 
b~,o,:(O,) 
p;:,o2(O:) + U2(kfx)A 3, U,(O:)_~3.o.7(~f)- U,(ktx)A 3, U2(Of) A~f(O) + L ~  
+ (h)+ U2(k/x)A~, U,(Of)D2.o,f(O:)- U,(k:x)A~, U2(O/)- A~f(O). (2.16) 
Now we express the odd-order derivatives ./'c2J-l)(Nh) and f~2J-l)(0), in the Euler-Maclaurin for- 
mula, by using the formulae 
-. - .  ] f2.o.f(O) ~AhJ'(O) Wzo.,(Of )] Ahf(O) 
~0,2  -] ~ 1,1 I D3.o.f(O f ) 1 ] Dzo,/(O f) 
h l:33,o,:(O:) 2h + W,,o,,(O:) A~f(O) + ~3,o,/(Of) 
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' (o )  = - ) /x , , f (o )  - .12,0, ! 
+ D2"°'f(Of)w2.o.2;_,(Of)/X~f(O),. j>~2, (2.18) 
D3.o,f(Of) 
and 
• 2.Xh.h = -~ Vh f (Nh)  + ~ V] f (Wh) - + W2.uh.,(NOh) Vh f ( ih )  
"02 1 ] -1,1 
1 D3.'Nh.t(NOb) + + W3.Nh.I(NOb) V] f (Nh)  + D2'Nh'b(NOb) 
-h D3.N~,.f(NOb) 2-h {)3.Nh.~(NOb) 
42j- 1 -~ 
fzxh.h(Nh) = --W2..~,h.zj-l(NOh) Vh f (Nh)  - WS.Nh.2j-I(NOh) V'h f (Nh)  
~1,1 
+ D2"- Uh'b(NOb) Wz. Nh,2j-j(NOb) V] f (Nh) ,  j >~ 2, 
D3. Nh.b(NOb) 
wherein the following notations have been introduced for convenience: 
t2j_ , udJ-'(NOb) vq U,(NOb) - u}J-'(NOb) V,]~ U2(NOb) 
~..~h. 2i- I ( NOb ) : = "l, [)q, Uh, h (NOb) 
and 
2/-I [ U2j-I(0)/Nq, Ul (0)  -- U2 j - I (0 ) /Nqtu2(0)  
w,,.o.2,_,(0,) :-- k,: [ 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
It is to be noted that, unlike in the polynomial interpolation case, the differences of the first- and 
the second-order appear in the approximate formulae of all the derivatives of the function f (x) .  It 
is clear that the first two terms in the relations (2.17) and (2.19) are nothing but the polynomial 
approximations of the first-order derivatives, for q = 2. Thus, on substituting the relations (2.17)- 
(2.20) in the expression (1.1), we get 
QGMGr2 /)Gr2 , , ,  := ~,v+, + (,42(N0b) Vh f (Nh)  +/t2(0r)Ahf(0) ) 
+ (C2(NOb) V~ f (Nh)  + F)2(Or)~]f(O) , (2.23) 
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where .42(N0h), B2(OI) , C2(NOb) and D2(0/) are given by 
:= h( l  + 12T2.Nh.b[U2, UjJ), A2( NOh ) 
h 
B2(0I ) := -]-~(1 q-12T2,o.j[U2, U,]), 
h ( ~l,l 
d2(NOb) := 1 + 24T3 ,~,'h b[U2, UI] - 24 D:'Nh'h(NOb) 
, , ~)3.Uh.b(NOb) 
D2(Or) := ~-~ 1 - 24T3.o.f[U> U~] + 24 2,o,f T2.o.z[U2, UI] , 
3,0,/t f ) 
in which Tq,,~,h,b[U2, t] and Tq.o.f[U2, U1] are as defined by the relations 
I I Tq, Nh, b[U2, gl]  := Dq ,Vht)(NOb) vq°~Ul(NOb) ~ O~j-' b2, u(2j_l)t~,m ., . .  ,=~ (2./')! 2 ~',~'b~ 
- V~,~U~(NO~) ~ O~ j-' b2j U(~,_,,(NO~) 
,=, (2j)! 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
T2.,~h,b[ U2, Ul ]) ,  (2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
I oc 
l A~, u,(0) ~ a2J-, b2j u(:j_,)(0) , , ~ t.,f Tq°/[U2'U~]:=Dq.o.j(Oj) j=, (2j)! 
- A~ v2(0) ~ o~,-' b:, v~2,_,,(0)] 0t "" . . (2.29) j~l (2j)! J 
We state here that, if p(0) ~ 0, in the equation y"(x) + k2p(kx)y(x) = 0, then, in the limit as 
k --, 0, the expressions .42(NOb), B2(Oj), C2(NOh) and D2(Or) tend to zero. In other words, in the 
limit of k tending to zero, the generalised Gregory rules coincide with the classical Gregory rules, 
based on the same set of nodal points. 
Now, because of the generality in the choice of the functions Ul(kx) and U2(kx), the expressions 
in (2.24)-(2.27) cannot be simplified any further. But in the particular case when Ul(kx) - cos(kx) 
and U:(kx) = sin(kx), it can be verified that the results of [4] are retrieved. It should be carefully 
noted that the series in the relations (2.28) and (2.29) cannot be summed up, in a closed form, 
for every choice of the functions Ul(kx) and U2(kx). Thus, for computational purposes, the infinite 
series, appearing in the formulae (2.28) and (2.29) will have to be truncated at a sufficiently large 
number M, whenever necessary. For the particular case when Uz(kx) = ekXcos(kx) and U2(kx) = 
e k~ sin(kx), the series 
T~(kx) := k 02,- I b2, ,=l (2j)! U~2J-I )(kx) (2.30) 
and 
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2x~, 
T2(kx) := ~ 0 2j-' b~j U¢V_~)(kx) 
~=~ (2j)! " - 
can be expressed in the closed form as follows: 
and 
Tl(kx) = -~- ek' Lrsin(kx)sin(O)c~shXO) +-c~s(O)c°s(kx)sinh(O) _ cos(kx) O+ sin(kx) ]
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
T2(kx) = ~- ekx [[sin(kx)sinh(O)~ - cos(kx)sin(O) + cos(kx) O- sin(kx)l~ , (2.33) 
where 0 = kh. 
In an analogous way, one can derive the generalised Gregory rules for q = 3,4,5,6 and it is 
observed that they all have a similar structure as follows: 
QGTGrq {)TGrq ,v,~ := ~.~+. + (f~q(NOh) Vh f (gh)  + Bq(Of)Ahf(O)) 
+ (Cq(NOb) V~ f(Nh) + [)q(Of)A]f(O)). (2.34) 
The expressions for .~q(NOb), Bq(Of), Cq(NOb) and E)q(Of) for q = 3,4,5,6 are summarised as below: 
(2.35) , ) + ~ + 12T3,Nh, b[U2, UI] , 
(2.36) 
( b30,'2.h,b( NOb )
/]3(N0b) := h \ ~  
~0,2 h (D3,o,f(O l ) 
~(o,).- 12 \ ~  , ) 2 + 12T3'°'r[U2'U~] , 
~0,2 
h (D2,Nh, b(NOb) 19 
C3(UOb):- 12 \ ~  60 12T4..~h.b[U2, j ]
~l,l / 
12 D3" Uh, b(NOb )
+ 34, Nh, b(NOb) T3,Nh, b[U2, UI] , 
~0,2 h D2,o.f(Of) 
D3(0f) . -  12 L)3.o,/(O/) 
19 ~ 1,1 
+ ~ + lZT4,o,t.[U2, U,] - 12 D3'°'f(Of)-~ 
D4,o,r(O/) 
T3,0, flU2, Uj ] ) ,  
( O4°'3,h,b(NOt, ) 
A4(N0h) := h \ ~  
~0.2 
I O4,Nh, b(NOb )+ 
2 L)4,Nh.b(NOb) 
,9 ) 
+ 6"0 + I2T4,Nh,b[U2, U1] , 
~0,3 ~0,2 h Da, o,f(Of) 1 D4.o,y(O f)
/~,(0r) . -  12 \ ~  2D4,o,f(Or) 
,9 ) 
+ ~ + ]2T,.o.r[U2, Ul] , 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
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" o.:' I l)3,.,¢h.b(NOb ) 27 
C4(NOh).- 12 \Da.xh.b(NOb) 2 D4,xh.h(NOb) 120 i 2 ~.Nh.t,[U2, UI] 
"i.i ) ) 
+ 12D<xt,.h(N~h) T4,xh, b[~, UI] , 
D5, Xh,h(NOb ) 
(2.41) 
(b~l.'02. l(Ol) 103.o.l(Of) 27 
+ ~-~ - 12Ts.o.r[U>U~] 
+ 12D),',l,t(Oj )
D5.o. t(Ol ) 
T4,o,/[U2, U~ ]), (2.42) 
0,4 "o,3 N 1 Ds.:vh.b(0b) 
2 Ds. Nt,,b(NOb ) 
27 ) 
+ ~ + 12Ts.xh, b[U2, Ul] , 
~02 19 Ds.'Nh.b(NOb ) + 
60 Ds, Nh,b( NOb ) 
(2.43) 
~ 0 .4  ~ 0,3 h (Ds.o.l(Or) 1Ds, o,f(01) 
/3s(0/) :=-~-~ \ ~  2bs.o,l(O,.) 
27 ) 
- 120 + 12Ts'°'t[U2' U,] , 
~0,2 19D5 o,t(Ot) + 
60/)s. o, f(0] ) 
(2.44) 
Cs(NOb) := --- 
0.3 h ( 4. Nh.b(NOb) 
12 + 
~0,2 1 D4,Nh.~(NOh) 19O4,Nh,b(NOb) 863 
2 L)5.Nh.b(NOb) + 60 Os,Nh, b(NOb) 5040 
~1,1 / 
12T~,.M, t [U~, UI] + 12 Ds'Nh'h(NOb) T5 Xh I,[U2, Ut] , 
• - D,,. Nh. e(N0e )
(2.45) 
0.2  
1 D4,o,./(g ) ]9L)4,o,j(OI) 863 
+ 12T6,o,f[U> UI] 
2 Ds.o.r(Of) 60 Ds.o./(Of) 5040 
+ 12L)~.'~,t(O, ) 
D6,o.t-(Of ) 
Ts, o,I[U2, U,]), (2.46) 
~0,3 1 D~'~,h,b(NOb) 19D6,uh, b(NOb) 9 
2 L)6,Nh,~(NOb) + 60[)6,Nh, b(NO6) + 4--0 
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- 0.2 863 "~ 
× D6"Nh'b(NOb) 4- 4- 12T6.sh, b[U2, U1] (2.47) 
D6.Nh.b( NOb ) 5 -~ ) 
~0,5 "0,4 ~0,3 h (D6.o.f(Ot) I D6,o,f(O f) 4- 19D6'°"/(OF) 9 
/}6(Or).- 12 \ ~  2D6,o.r(Ot.) 60/)6,o.r(Or) 40 
~0,2 ) D6.o.t(Oj ) 863 
× /36.o,t(Ot ) + ~ + 12T~,.o.r[U2, U~] , (2.48) 
" 0,4 DO:3"h,b(NOb) 19 Ds,.,vh, b(NOb) 9 h (Ds.uh.b(NOb) 1 -02 
C'6(NO,,).- 12 \ ~  + 2L)6,Uh, h(NOb) + 60[)6,Uh, b(NOb) + 4--0 
)< /)5.,Vh,b(N0b) 275 
D6.Nh.h(NOb) 2016 
12TT.Nh,~,[U2, Ui] -1- 12T6.Nh.h[U2, UI] 
D7. :vh, b( NOb ) J 
(2.49) 
and 
~0,3 ~0,2 h Ds.o.f(Of)'o.4 "~ 1 Ds,o.f(O/) 19 Ds.0./.(0j) + __9 
D6(0t) : -  12 D~.0. f(01) 2[)6.o,f(Of) 60/)6.0. r(0f) 40 
/)5.o.f(Of) 275 -I,, ) 
× [)6.o./(Ot) 2016 + 12TT.o.f[U2, U, ] -  12D6'°f(OJ)T6°j[U2'U']DT.0.f(Of) -~ ,. . (2.50) 
In the particular case, when Ul(kx)=cos(kx) and Uz(kx)=sin(kx), the relations in (2.35) and (2.50) 
reduce to the corresponding results of [4]. 
In the next section we briefly discuss the generalised Gregory rules involving Simpson's quadra- 
ture. 
3. Generalised Gregory rules associated with the Simpson quadrature 
In this section, we briefly discuss the generalised Gregory-type rules for approximating the integral 
as given by (2.1). The derivation is similar to that given in Section 2, and we have just given the 
final results of the derivation. The results of this section are the generalisations of the results derived 
in [5]. We have followed the same lines as in [5]. To start with, we have considered the formula as 
given by (1.5), in which we have replaced the derivatives f(2J-l)(Nh) and .f(2J-I)(O) ( j  = 2,3 .... ) 
by f~2~,h.~'(Nh)and r'2J-I J q,0,j)(0) - the derivatives of the mixed interpolation function, tabulated at the 
points Nh and 0, respectively. We have given below the formulae, for the cases when q = 1,2, 3, 4. 
We have ultimately found that the Gregory rules associated with the Simpson's quadrature have the 
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following structure: 
QGSGrq /-~SGrq 
N-]  : :  ~,v. I  -4- (Eq(NOh) Vh f(Nh) + Fq(Or)Ahf(O) ) 
+ (Gq(NOb) V ] f(Nh) + ftq(O/)A~f(O)). 
We define the two functions 
1 
Sq..,w,.h[U2, U,] := . 
Dq, Nh, b( NOb ) 
and 
[vq  U, (NOt,)$2 ( khNh ) - vqo~ U2 (NOb)S, (kbNh )] 
1 
&.o. f[g~, U,] . -  bq.o.AO/)[A,~,, U,(O)&(O) - A q, g~(o)s,(o)], 
where we have defined &(kx) and S2(kx) by 
&(kx) := ~ 0 2j-j b2j (4j_ I _ 1)Ul(2j_l)(kx) 
j-2 (2j)! 
S2(kx) := ~ 02g-I b2j (4j_ 1 _ l)U~22J_,)(kx). 
.i=2 (2j)! 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
for q = 1,2,3,4, the expressions for Eq(NOb), Fq(Of), Gq(NOb) and lYlq(Or) are derived to be Thus, 
the following: 
4h 
El(NOb) := ---f&.Nh.h[U2, UI], (3.6) 
4h 
PI(Of) := -~-&.0.r[U2, Ui], (3.7) 
( ) 4h DI.s'h-b( 0b)c rrl G,(NOb) := -~- --S2.Nh.b[e2, UI] + ~o I ,Nh .ht~2,  UI] , (3.8) 
D2..,~'h.~(NUh ) 
/ql(0r) := - -  &,o,r[U2, Ui] ~ i,o.jt 2, Ui] (3.9) 
L~'2,0, f~,UI') 
4h 
E2(N0h) := ---S2,,vh, h[U2, UI], (3.10) 
3 
F2Oj ) := 4~h3 s2.o.f[U2, U,], (3.11) 
( ) ~_ 02 Nh b(NOb) ~ .. G2(N0b) :=  -$3 ~lh b[U2, UI] -~- ~t~2,Nh,  b[U2, UI] , (3.12) 
. . .  D3,N&b(NOb ) 
/~2(0f) := S3.o.f[U2, Ui] ~ 2.o.ft 2, Ul] (3.13) 
u3.0,f~,W I 
and 
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4h 
E3(N0b) := --~-S3.,~,h.b[U2, l], (3.14) 
4h S P~(ol) := T 3.o,~[u2, u~], (3.15) 
4h(  1 
G3(N0h) := -~- 2~ - S4"Nh'b[U2' ul] -~- (3.16) 
4h ( 1 
/-)3(0t) := -3- -2 -~ + S4"°'t[U2'U'] (3.17) 
) f4(NOb) := ~- ~'0 -- S4,Nh,b[U2, UI] , 
4h(  1 ) 
L(OI ) := Y --240 qL S4"°'f[U2'Ul] ' 
4h(  I 
G,(NOh) := -~- ~ - Ss.xh.b[U2, U,] + 
~1,1 ) 
D3.Nh, b(NOb)c rlr UI] 
~O3,Nh,  bttJ2~ 
D4,,~,h.b(NOb ) 
~lJ ) 
D3,°.f(Of~ )c rr, U1] 
Da,o,f(O j ) °3"O'ftt'/2' 
~1,1 / 
D4 Nh b( NOb ) ~ • , 
~ a n ,  Nh,htU2, U1] 
Ds,Nh.h( NOh ) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
4h(  1 "l,f / D4.o.f(Of) fi4(0f):= T ~-0 -~S5'O'f[U2'U'] ~S4.o . f [U2 ,  U,] . (3.21) 
Ds, o, fUlf ~ - ] 
As mentioned in Section 2, the infinite series in the relations (3.4) and (3.5) cannot be summed 
up in a closed form, for all pair of functions U~(kx) and U2(kx). But with the particular choice of 
Ul(kx) = e*' cos(kx) and U2(kx) = e *x sin(kx), these series have a closed-form expression as given 
below (see [5] for the case when Ul(kx) = cos(kx) and U2(kx) = sin(kx)): 
3e*X [sin(kx) + cos(kx) 1 S~(kx) := 8 0 
e k x 
+-~-x 
sin(kx) sin(20) + sinh(20)cos(kx) + 4 sin(kx)sin(0)cosh(0) 
+4 cos(kx) sinh(0) cos(0) 
cos2(0) - cosh2(0) 
(3.22) 
and 
S2(kx) := 3e*"8 [ sin(kx) - 
e kx 
+--~x 
cos(kx) sin(20) - sinh(20) sin(kx) + 4 cos(kx) sin(0) cosh(0) 
-4  sin(kx) sinh(0) cos(0) 
cosh2(0) _ cos2(0) (3.23) 
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It is confirmed that the relations (3.6)-(3.21),  reduce to the corresponding results of [5], when 
Ul(kx) = cos(kx) and U2(kx) = sin(kx). In the next section, we have given the description of  the 
error terms, for the Gregory rules associated with both trapezoidal and Simpson's quadrature. 
4. The error analysis 
In this section we give a brief discussion of the error term associated with the generalised Gregory 
rules. Because of the generality observed in the choice of  the functions U~(kx) and Uz(kx), it has 
been not possible to give a complete discription of  the total error. However, for all practical purposes, 
we are just able to give the leading order terms of the total truncation error, which have been utilised 
for the computaional purposes. 
We have followed the same procedure as given in [4]. The error term related to (2.23), for the 
case q = 2 and (2.34), for q = 3,4,5,6 can be expressed as 
r ..Vh 
k -'(iT / /"~GTGrqI 4" I. 1. 1 
_ .  :=  . f (x )dx -  e~,- tJ,,,b,~1J 
10 
h2i b2j 1_~7(2j_l)/Art,~ 
j=l  
= _ h2.J b2g 2 j -  1 (Di[q 1,q,q + l ,¢b]) V'q.,Vh, b
i=l (2J)! L ,=0 i 
- -[2Ll(2j- -1)(D'~[q-- l ,q,q+l ~f])r=o~)~Jo~/-I)(O;kf)] (4.1) 
i . ' , 
L t=0 
where Dx denotes the differentiation operator with respect to x. Since we have that 
dPq.Nh.b(Nh;kb) = 0 = q~q.0./(O;k,~), 
the leading order term in E,~ T is proportional to 
hq+'[(bq.uh.h(Uh;kb)[q ~-l,q,q- I,~b]l.~_u h --~q.o.f(O;kt)[q + I,q,q- 1,~/] ,=0]' 
or  
41 • ~1 • hq*l[dp~.,vh.h(Nh, kb)[q + l ,q,q- l ,qb] -  C~q.O./-(O, kt )[q + l ,q,q- l,qf]], (4.2) 
for (N - q)h < qh < Nh and 0 < q/ < qh. It is clear that if we choose kb and kj such that 
/.q.b.l(r/b ) = 0 = £q.lf(r/f) ,  (4.3) 
then the leading order term in the error formula can be minimised. For computational purposes, as 
in [4], we choose r/b and r/f to be the midpoint of the respective intervals under consideration. 
At this stage we mention that the expression in (4.1) cannot be simplified any further as in [4], 
but with the choice of  Ul(kx) = cos(kx) and U2(kx) = sin(kx), the error term has a closed-form 
expression, when kh = k/ = k, (see [4]). 
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Now we consider the error analysis of the Gregory rules associated with the Simpson's quadrature. 
The error term associated with the formula (3.1), is expressible as 
.Vh 
E(. ;s" [ f (x )dx  - -  F IGSGrqr 'c  k kt] 
= ~N. - I  L J ,  b ,  
• ! 0 
4 L h2t'q-1 b2i [4 j_ I _ I] 
= 3 r-2 (2j)! 
"~c2J-i- I~( Nh; kh ) 2 j -  1 (D;x[ q - l ,q,q + Wq.Nh.b 
× i 
k i 0 x= " 
[25-~ ( 2 j -1 )  (D',[ q 1,q,q + l ,~f]) q.o.r ] ,  _ _ k j  ) 
i 
L i.-O x=O 
(4.4) 
with (N - q)h < ~h(X) < Nh, and 0 < ~f(x) < qh. We consider the leading order term in the above 
series, which is obtained by putting j -- 2, in the relation (4.4), and is given by 
h q. 3 [ k ' ,'q,,Vh.b~ ..... kh)(D,[q + 1, q, q - 1, ~b]) 
i=0  ,] 
- ,~o  (Ox[q + - l '  G I )  "t ) 1, q, q . (4.5) 
Expanding the above expression in powers of h, we obtain the lowest degree term in h. We have 
observed that, for q = 2, 3, 4 
~b q. .Vh, h ( Nh; kh ) = dpq, O, l ( O; k t ) = O, 
~t ~..vh.h(Nh; kh ) = q~q.0, t(0; kt ) = O(h), 
dp~ixh.,,(Nh, kb) = q~qlo./(0; kt ) = O(1 ), 
qS~ilvh.;,( Nh; kh ) = 4),;. o. t (0; k/ ) = O(l /h ). 
(4.6) 
Thus, the lowest degree term is obtained from the expression (4.5), by putting i = 0. Therefore, by 
choosing kb and k r such that 
£q.h f  Oll, ) = 0 = £q, f f (th" ), (4.7) 
for (N - q)h < qh < Nh and 0 < r/f < qh, this contribution to the error vanishes. Again we mention 
here that, for all practical purposes we choose r/b and qf to be the midpoint of the respective intervals 
under consideration. As a consequence of (4.7), it is clear that the leading order term in E. Gs does 
not vanish completely. 
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For the case, when q = i ,  the above method fails, since we have that 
~,.Nh.b(Nh; kh) ---- ~I.0.f(0; k I ) -- 0, 
dp',.,vh.h(Nh;kb) = q~',.0, t~(0; kt.) = O(h), 
(4.8) 
~','.Nh.h(Xh; kh) = q~','0, t.(0; kj ) = O(1), 
c~ ,..~,h.~( Nh, kb ) = = q~t.0.l (0; kt ) O(I) .  
Thus, from the relation (4.5), the lowest degree term is derived to be 
[k4[0, 2, ~b(x)]lx-Nh p'(0) + 3k3(Dx[O, 2, ~b(X)])[x~N~ p(0)] 
-[k4[0, 2, ~/(x)]lx=0p'(0) + 3k3(Dx[0, 2, ~/(x)])[x=0p(0)]. (4.9) 
Since, the derivatives of the unknown functions ~h(x) and ~j.(x) appear in the above relation, the 
leading order term for the case q -- 1, cannot be minimised directly, as explained above, for the 
cases of q = 2, 3, 4. 
The analysis is based on the assumption that the integrand is completely known. We recall that 
the derivation of the generalised Gregory rules associated with the Simpson's quadrature consists of 
approximating the function f(x), and thereby generating the so called "finite difference formulae", 
which approximates the derivatives of the function f(x), appearing in the formulae (1.5). But, now 
for the case q = 1, we first compute the values of f ' (x) at the nodal points O,h .... ,Nh, and then 
approximate f ' (x)  by the mixed interpolation function of the form (2.2). In this case, we denote 
the backward and forward mixed interpolation functions by .~'Nh, b(X) and ./~'.0,f(x), respectively. 
We remark that, the relations as given by (2.3) and (2.4) remain unaltered, except that f gets 
replaced by f ' .  It is straightforward that the finite difference formulae are generated by differentiating 
the functions .~',,vh.b(X) and ~',o.t(x), with respect o x. For example, ~','~h.b(X) is approximated by 
differentiating the function ./~'.Nh.b(X) twice. With these adoptions, we see that the leading term in the 
error is proportional to 
I 2 - x=Uh 
i=0 
3 (?,~ x=0 ]i=0 
The lowest degree term is obtained from the above expression by putting i = 0. Therefore, by 
choosing kh and k I such that 
L,.h.f(r/b) = 0 =/~,.1. l (Yb ), (4. I I ) 
for (N - I )h < r/b < Nh and 0 < r/f < qh, this contribution to the error vanishes. 
It must be emphasised that the utility of the error term for the case q -- I is time consuming 
computationally speaking. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we have just explained the 
procedure, without providing any numerical support. 
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5. Numerical computations and examples 
In this section, we have worked with a few examples which shows the efficiency of the generalised 
Gregory formulae over the classical Gregory formulae and also the modified Gregory rules based 
on the mixed trigonometric nterpolation. We have also shown the utility of the error terms, along 
with the choice of the values of kh and kt. 
Example 1. As a first example, we have considered the integral 
~0 4 e4 xe x cos(x)dx = ~-(4cos(4) + 3 sin(4)) = - 133.35548923665.... (5.1) 
We have chosen the N-values arbitrarily. In this example, we have worked with the pair of functions 
U~(kx) -- e kx cos(kx) and U2(kx) --- e kx sin(kx). Table 1 gives the results of the generalised Gregory 
rules associated with the trapezium rule and Table 2 gives the generalised results associated with 
Simpson's quadrature. In the case of trapezium quadrature we have fixed the orders of the mixed 
interpolation function to be q = 2,3,4,5,6, and in the case of Simpson's rule we have chosen 
q = 2,3,4. According to the relation (4.2), which gives the leading term in the error, it is clear that 
unknown constants r/b and r 0 lie in the intervals (4-qh,  4) and (0,qh), respectively. For this example, 
4 it is clear that h = ,~. For all numerical purposes, we have chosen qb and r/y, to be the mid-point 
of the interval. The values of kh and k I are calculated such that the leading order term of the error 
vanishes. Thus, for the choice of the functions Ul(kx) = e kx cos(kx) and U2(kx) --- e kx sin(kx), the 
relations in (4.3) and (4.7) reduce to 
2k~. / Iq -11(4 -~) -2khf (q ) (4 -q -~)  +. f 'q+l ' (4 -q~)=0,  
(5.2) 
In this example, we have observed that the pattern of the kb- and kf-values are as follows: 
(i) both are positive, 
(ii) one positive and one negative, 
(iii) both are complex. 
In the case (i), we have chosen one of them (arbitrarily, in almost all the cases the maximum of 
the two has been chosen), whilst in the second case, without any confusion, we have chosen the 
positive value; and in the third case we have invariably chosen one of the two complex roots and 
finally we have considered only the real part of the end result. (In this context, we would like to 
mention that, in the third case we obtain the same result, for both the values of k.) (See Tables 1 
and 2). 
Example 2. As a second example, we have considered the integral 
~0 ~e" dx -  - l -e  ~ . cos(5x) 2~-  0.928488178183..-. (5.3) 
For this example, we have worked with the functions Ul (kx)=Ai ( -kx -1  ) and U:(kx)= Bi( -kx-1) ,  
wherein, A i ( -kx)  and Bi ( -kx)  are the two "Airy functions", (see [1]). Tables 3 and 4 give 
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Table I 
N q Polynomial Trigonometric Generalised 
2 -133.575634399252 -133.101941464717 -133.345840788377 
3 -133.972335706554 -133.504551287938 -133.338690249638 
8 4 -133.186084966294 --133.489596019218 -133.346422068165 
5 133.301287989719 -133.391514103942 -133.356752961650 
6 -133.362219550861 -133.372653727066 -133.351019824106 
2 -133.288637723186 -133.339901433135 -133.355096229911 
3 -133.338501145666 -133.360894325828 -133.342331078137 
16 4 -133.352334822654 -133.356101256662 -133.355562234551 
5 -133.355379138510 -133.355636088244 -133.355499807800 
6 -133.355681344535 -133.355536900178 -133.355490478382 
2 -133.350646448965 -133.354603715701 -133.355474669857 
3 -133.354880916847 -133.355545038578 -133.355457398299 
32 4 -133.355442748906 -133.355493675563 -133.355490862975 
5 -133.355491649876 -133.355489918320 -133.355489266163 
6 -133.355490756627 -133.355489400528 -133.355489239744 
2 -133.355164377112 -133.355443552538 -133.355488735027 
3 -133.355469125587 -133.355489999935 -133.355489090807 
64 4 -133.355488578920 -133.355489270110 -133.355489255209 
5 -133.355489274779 -133.355489239822 -133.355489236766 
6 -133.355489244650 -133.355489237137 -133.355489236668 
2 -133.355354313884 -133.355472064288 -133.355489068875 
3 -133.355482579062 -133.355489432220 -133.355489205114 
80 4 -133.355489069073 -133.355489243696 -133.355489242126 
5 -133.355489245591 -133.355489237184 -133.355489236679 
6 -133.355489238076 -133.355489236729 --133.355489236668 
2 -133.355423567981 -133.355481588329 -133.355489168293 
3 -133.355486543408 -133.355489301200 -133.355489227460 
96 4 -133.355489181698 -133.355489238825 -133.355489236946 
5 -133.355489239333 ---133.355489236837 -133.355489236666 
6 -133.355489237000 --133.355489236673 -133.355489236651 
2 -133.355457104400 -133.355485832629 -133.355489208620 
3 -133.355488139029 -133.355489258251 -133.355489233904 
115 4 -133.355489218403 -133.355489237492 -133.355489236749 
5 --133.355489237458 -133.355489236629 -133.355489236655 
6 -133.355489236742 -133.355489236662 -133.355489236659 
respectively the results associated with the generalised Gregory trapezium rules and generalised 
Gregory Simpson's rule. The choice of kb and kf is not as simple as explained in the previous 
example. The reason will be clear as we proceed further. But as usual, the unknown constants r/h 
and 71 are fixed to be the middle points of the intervals (n -  qh, n) and (0, n) respectively. In this 
example too, we have worked with different, arbitrarily chosen N-values and h = n/N. We mention 
here that, though the computations take more time as compared to the classical Gregory rules and the 
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Table 2 
N q Polynomial Trigonometric Generalised 
2 -133.347837485634 -133.349258330867 -133.355338689535 
20 3 -133.352716644345 -133.356613248564 -133.355395320707 
4 -133.354973247304 -133.355608258302 -133.355512855223 
2 -133.355009675612 -133.355144485979 -133.355484011020 
40 3 -133.355396407596 -133.355502789015 -133.355485062119 
4 -133.355481866523 -133.355490135992 -133.355489440901 
2 -133.355394461311 --133.355428764298 -133.355488522839 
60 3 -133.355476760131 -133.355490354917 -133.355489006236 
4 -133.355488625172 -133.355489288446 --133.355489245534 
2 -133.355459243945 -133.355472066513 -133.355489064070 
80 3 -133.355486247140 -133.355489430258 -133.355489205020 
4 -133.355489131590 -133.355489243445 --133.355489237742 
2 -133.355476950659 -133.355482863161 -133.355489179456 
I00 3 -133.355488251527 -133.355489286623 -133.355489229663 
4 -133.355489209761 -133.355489238053 --133.355489236873 
2 -133.355483311440 -133.355486427448 -133.355489213502 
120 3 -133.355488839299 -133.355489253224 -133.355489234585 
4 -133.355489227802 --133.355489237039 -133.355489236731 
2 -133.355486038289 -133.355487840681 -133.355489225880 
140 3 -133.355489052338 -133.355489253224 --133.355489235909 
4 -133.355489233191 -133.355489236785 -133.355489236715 
2 -133.355487361801 -133.355488478617 -133.355489231132 
160 3 -133.355489141937 -133.355489239571 -133.355489236345 
4 -133.355489235118 -133.355489236707 -133.355489236651 
Gregory-type rules based on the mixed tr igonometric interpolation, but the generalised Gregory-type 
rules, (based on the Airy functions) provide greater accuracy in the results. 
The expressions for the equations Lqf(x) = 0, for q = 2, 3,4, 5,6, respectively are given below: 
(kx ~ 1 ) f " (x )  - k f " (x)  + kZ(kx + 1 )2 f ' (x )  = O, (5.4) 
(kx + 1 )z f i ' (x )  - 2k(kx + 1 )f" '(x) + k2((kx + 1 )z + 2) f " (x )  = O, (5.5) 
((kx + 1 )3 + 2) f " (x )  - 3k(kx + 1 )2f '"(x)  + kZ((kx + 1 )4 + 4(kx + 1 ) ) f " (x )  = O, (5.6) 
((kx + 1 )4 + 4(kx + 1 ))f"~(x) - 4k((kx + 1 ) + 1 ) f (x )  
+ k2((kx + 1 )5 + 20(kx + 1 )2)f '~(x) = O, (5.7) 
((kx + 1) 5 + 20(kx + l )2) . / ' i ' (x)  - 5k((kx + 1) 4 + 8(kx + l ) ) f  ''i 
+((kx + 1) f' + 40(kx + l)3)f~'(x) = O, (5.8) 
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Table 3 
N q Polynomial Trigonometric Generalised 
2 -0.834330310305 -0.918081760257 -0.921285865958 
3 -0.901362909947 -0.903309324027 -0.908496792131 
16 4 -0.947372004996 -0.938769705593 -0.933258864144 
5 -0.958280690967 -0.935625632401 -0.931147736045 
6 -0.944800769068 -0.933026176733 -0.930415870416 
2 -0.889388624393 -0.924620854269 -0.925813690577 
3 -0.923581216475 -0.648020285171 -0.932644697731 
20 4 -0.937224415205 -0.930086763709 -0.929088719233 
5 -0.935597850458 -0.929243164136 -0.929096012583 
6 -0.929843092718 -0.931115197934 -0.929283929373 
2 -0.922739158446 -0.927983180605 -0.928078666410 
3 -0.928784875609 -0.928783519888 -0.928688656330 
32 4 -0.929305086034 -0.928546475088 -0.928507439006 
5 -0.928701993657 -0.928536999339 -0.928519833852 
6 -0.928431319469 -0.928472825720 -0.928486907141 
2 -0.926203510085 -0.928293329220 -0.928335567267 
3 -0.928681351615 -0.928549105426 -0.928527328169 
40 4 -0.928720116790 -0.928502257669 -0.928492063694 
5 -0.928522959124 -0.928506877738 -0.928498213112 
6 -0.928473007369 -0.928486296798 -0.928487713123 
2 -0.928161649796 -0.928458262883 -0.928469431095 
3 -0.928520886465 -0.928491041713 -0.928489890626 
64 4 --0.928502889133 -0.928488465421 -0.928488283805 
5 -0.928488701157 -0.928487628499 -0.928488002585 
6 -0.928487648990 -0.928488162197 -0.928488172639 
2 -0.928358108914 -0.928745680490 -0.928481330486 
3 -0.928500473412 -0.928488887182 -0.928488592537 
80 4 -0.928492054749 -0.928488265937 -0.928488191155 
5 -0.928488223906 -0.928488123269 -0.928488164751 
6 -0.928488081490 -0.928488175832 -0.928488177442 
2 -0.928480569905 -0.928487896982 -0.928487896982 
3 -0.928488660161 -0.928488188317 -0.928488183847 
160 4 -0.928488237898 -0.928488179115 -0.928488177791 
5 -0.928488177458 -0.928488178060 -0.928488178205 
6 -0.928488177761 -0.928488178179 -0.928488178182 
where k stands for either kb or kf and x may take the value either ( r t -qh /2)  or qh/2. For a fixed x, 
it is clear that relations (5.4)- (5.8)  give rise to polynomials in k, of  certain degree. Now it is clear 
that the choice of  kb and kf values is not easy. But however, we are able to choose an appropriate 
kb and kj, which has improved the previous formulae. In this example, the values of  k occur in the 
following pattern, depending upon the degree of  the polynomial. 
(i) one positive, rest are complex, 
(ii) one positive, one negative, rest are complex, 
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Table 4 
N q Polynomial Trigonometric Generalised 
2 -0.927231921636 -0.927821752796 -0.928041143144 
30 3 -0.928870044837 --0.928962659923 -0.928821785165 
4 -0.929262901069 -0.928576431403 -0.928498665475 
2 -0.928099551572 -0.928293332303 -0.928377591596 
40 3 -0.928621202421 -0.928548371559 -0.928527340385 
4 -0.928638431387 -0.928502135840 -0.928481545779 
2 -0.928412629676 -0.928450786286 -0.928463053524 
60 3 -0.928511428663 -0.928492450620 -0.928490780062 
4 -0.928501936231 -0.928488451788 -0.928488443446 
2 -0.928464406962 -0.928756026201 -0.928481313627 
80 3 -0.928494378435 -0.928488882769 -0.928488593513 
4 -0.928490636807 -0.928488264917 -0.928488208506 
2 -0.928486624099 -0.928487876713 -0.928487879532 
158 3 -0.928488417849 -0.928488189087 -0.928488184311 
4 -0.928488218942 -0.928488179193 -0.928488178151 
2 -0.928487018875 -0.928487961280 -0.928487966241 
170 3 -0.928488346044 -0.928488185176 -0.928488182100 
4 -0.928488204394 -0.928488178800 -0.928488178132 
2 -0.928487255972 -0.928488010883 -0.928488016155 
180 3 -0.928488305225 -0.928488183128 -0.928488180946 
4 -0.928488196752 -0.928488178603 -0.928488178131 
2 -0.928487573283 -0.928488075016 -0.928488079583 
200 3 -0.928488254110 -0.928488180796 -0.928488179637 
4 -0.928488188020 -0.928488178389 -0.928488178140 
(iii) one positive, some negative, rest are complex, 
(iv) two positive, rest are complex; and so on. 
In cases ( i) -( i i i )  we have chosen the positive value for both kb and kf. In the case of (iv), we have 
chosen the maximum of the two positive values. (See Tables 3 and 4). 
We mention here that, in both the examples the values of kb and kf are obtained in double 
precision, by using the MATHEMATICA package. 
6. Conclusions 
We have derived the generalised Gregory rules, which are based on the mixed interpolation theory. 
+Ua(kx)+~i= 0 c~x, which clearly is a combination The interpolation function is of the form U~(kx) ,-2
of a polynomial of certain degree and two other linearly independent functions Ul(kx) and U2(kx). 
We have made the choice of these functions based on the oscillation theory of ODEs. The generalised 
Gregory rules are derived by considering the well-known Euler Maclaurin formula, in which the 
odd-order derivatives have been replaced by the corresponding finite difference formulae. We have 
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derived the generalised Gregory rules associated with both the composite trapezium rule, as well as 
the composite Simpson's rule. 
We have given the error anaysis in brief, for both the classes of  Gregory quadrature rules. We have 
also discussed how to choose the appropriate kh and kf's, which helps in controlling the error. We 
have worked out a few numerical examples, which shows the efficiency of  the generalised Gregory 
rules over the other known rules. In these examples, we have worked with two different pairs of  the 
functions, Ul(kx) and U2(kx), and in both the cases we have obtained better results. 
The results, derived in this paper, will be utilised in future, to solve some Fredholm integral 
equations of  the second kind. 
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